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Abstract

We propose a new approach to improving
named entity recognition (NER) in broad-
cast news speech data. The approach pro-
ceeds in two key steps: (1) we detect block
alignments between highly similar blocks
of the speech data and corresponding writ-
ten news data that are easily obtainable
from the Web, (2) we employ term expan-
sion techniques commonly used in infor-
mation retrieval to recover named entities
that were initially missed by the speech
transcriber. We show that our method is
able to find the named entities missing in
the transcribed speech data, but also to
correct incorrectly assigned named entity
tags. Consequently, our novel approach
improves state-of-the-art results of NER
from speech data both in terms of recall
and precision.

1 Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER) is a task of ex-
tracting and classifying information units like per-
sons, locations, time, dates, organization names,
etc (e.g., Nadeau and Sekine (2007)). In general,
the task involves labeling (proper) nouns with suit-
able named entity tags. NER is a very impor-
tant pre-processing task in many applications in
the fields of information retrieval (IR) and natu-
ral language processing (NLP). NER from speech
data also displays its utility in various multime-
dia applications. For instance, it could be used in
indexing video broadcast news using the associ-
ated speech data, that is, assigning names and their
semantic classes recognized from the speech data
as metadata to the video sequences (Basili et al.,
2005).

NER from speech data is a difficult task and
current state-of-the-art results are typically much

lower than the results obtained from written text.
For instance, the Stanford NER system in the
CoNLL 2003 shared task on NER in written data
report an F1 value of 87.94% (Stanford, 2003).
(Kubala et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1999) report a
degrade of NER performance between 20-25% in
F1 value when applying a NER trained on written
data to transcribed speech.

This lower performance has several causes.
Firstly, speech transcribers often incorrectly tran-
scribe phrases and even complete sentences,
which might consequently result in many missing
named entities. Secondly, many names were typi-
cally not observed in the training data on which the
speech transcriber was trained (e.g., the problem is
especially prominent when dealing with dynamic
and ever-changing news data). The transcription
then results in names and surrounding context
words that are wrongly spelled, making the named
entity recognition even more challenging. Finally,
the named entity recognizer, especially when deal-
ing with such unseen words, might incorrectly rec-
ognize and classify the named entities, and even
tag non-names with named entity tags.

In this paper, we focus on the first two prob-
lems. We assume that similar written texts dis-
cussing the same news events provide additional
knowledge about the named entities that are ex-
pected to occur in the spoken text. This external
knowledge coming from written data then allows
finding missing names and correcting incorrectly
assigned named entity tags.

We utilize term expansion and pseudo-
relevance feedback techniques often used in IR.
The general idea there is to enrich queries with
related terms. These terms are extracted from
documents that were selected as being relevant
for the query by the user or automatically by
the IR system (Cao et al., 2008). Only certain
terms are selected for expansion based on their
importance in the relevant document and their
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semantic relation with the query. We apply a
similar approach to expanding and correcting the
set of named entities in a speech document by
the named entities found in the related relevant
written documents. Following this modeling
intuition, we are able to improve the recall of
NER from broadcast speech data by almost 8%,
while precision scores increase for around 1%
compared to the results of applying the same
named entity recognizer on the speech data
directly. The contributions of this article are:

• We show that NER from speech data benefits
from aligning broadcast news data with simi-
lar written news data.
• We present several new methods to recover

named entities from speech data by using the
external knowledge from high-quality similar
written texts.
• We improve the performance of the state-of-

the-art Stanford NER system when applied to
the transcribed speech data.

The following sections first review related re-
search, describe the methodology of our approach
and the experimental setup, and finally present our
evaluation and discuss the results.

2 Related Work

Named entity recognition was initially defined in
the framework of Message Understanding Con-
ferences (MUC) (Sundheim, 1995a). Since then,
many conferences and workshops such as the fol-
lowing MUC editions (Chinchor, 1997; Sund-
heim, 1995a), the 1999 DARPA broadcast news
workshop (Przybocki et al., 1999) and CoNLL
shared tasks (Sang, 2002; Sang and Meulder,
2003) focused on extending the state-of-the-art re-
search on NER. One of the first NER systems was
designed by Rau (1991). Her system extracts and
identifies company names by using hand-crafted
heuristic rules. Today, NER in written text still
remains a popular task. State-of-the-art NER
models typically rely on machine learning algo-
rithms trained on documens with manually anno-
tated named entities. Examples of publicly avail-
able NER tools are the Stanford NER, OpenNLP
NameFinder1, Illinois NER system2, the lingpipe
NER system3.

1http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/models-1.5
2http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/page/software view/4
3http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/web/models.html

NER in speech data poses a more difficult prob-
lem. In speech data and its transcribed variants,
proper names are not capitalized and there are no
punctuation marks, while these serve as the key
source of evidence for NER in written data. Ad-
ditionally, speech data might contain incorrectly
transcribed words, misspelled words and missing
words or chunks of text which makes the NER task
even more complex (Sundheim, 1995b; Kubala et
al., 1998).

NER in speech data was initiated by Kubala
(1998). He applied the NER on transcription of
broadcast news and reported that the performance
of NER systems degraded linearly with the word
error rate of the speech recognition (e.g., miss-
ing data, misspelled data and spuriously tagged
names). Named entity recognition of speech was
further investigated, but the relevant research typi-
cally focuses on improved error rates of the speech
transcriptions (Miller et al., 1999; Palmer and Os-
tendorf, 2001), on considering different transcrip-
tion hypotheses of the speech recognition (Hor-
lock and King, 2003; Béchet et al., 2004) and on
the problem of a temporal mismatch of the train-
ing data for the NER and the test data (Favre et al.,
2005). None of these articles consider exploiting
external text sources to improve the NER nor the
problem of recovering missing named entities in
the speech transcripts. .

3 Methodology

The task is to label a sequence of words
[w1, w2, . . . , wN ] with a sequence of
tags [t1, t2, . . . , tN ], where each word
wi, i = 1, . . . , N is assigned its correspond-
ing tag ti ∈ {person, organization, location}
in the transcribed speech of broadcast news.

3.1 Basic Architecture

The straightforward approach to NER in speech
data is to apply the NER tagger such as Stan-
ford NER tagger (Stanford, 2012) directly to tran-
scribed speech data. However, the tagger will
miss or assign incorrect named entity tags to many
named entities due to the inherent errors in the
transcription process. In this paper, we use re-
lated written text to recover the incorrectly as-
signed tags and missing named entities in the tran-
scribed speech data. We assume that highly sim-
ilar blocks of written data give extra knowledge
about the named entities that are incorrectly as-
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signed to the speech data and about the named en-
tities missed in the speech data. The basic model-
ing work flow is composed of the following steps:

1. Transcribe the speech document using a com-
mon ASR system (FBK, 2013) and recognize
the named entities in the speech document by
a state-of-the-art NER tagger such as (Stan-
ford, 2012). We will call the obtained list of
unique named entities the SNERList.

2. Find related written texts. For instance, news
sites could store related written texts with the
broadcast video; or broadcast services might
store speech and written data covering the
same event. If that is not the case, written
news data related to the given speech data
might be crawled from the Web using some
of the text similarity metrics or information
retrieval systems. In the experiments below
we choose the most related written document.

3. Divide the speech and written documents into
fixed-size blocks. Each block contains n con-
secutive words. In the experiments below n
= 50.4

4. Compute the similarity between the tran-
scribed speech blocks and blocks of written
text using the cosine similarity between their
term vectors and align highly similar blocks.
We call this step the block alignment between
speech and written data.

5. If the similarity between a speech block and
a block of written text is higher than a certain
threshold, build a list of all named entities
with their corresponding tags in the written
text block again using the same NER tagger.

6. Group the unique named entities and their
tags obtained from the aligned blocks of writ-
ten text into the WNERList. This list contains
valuable knowledge to update the SNERList

7. Correct and expand the SNERList based on
the WNERList. The intuition is that we
should trust the recognized named entities
and their tags in the written data more than
the ones obtained in the transcribed speech.

4We opt for aligning smaller chunks of information, that
is, blocks instead of the entire documents. Incorrectly tran-
scribed speech data introduce noise which negatively affects
the quality of document alignment and, consequently, the
overall NER system. The idea of working with only highly
similar small blocks aims to circumvent the problem of noisy
document alignments.

3.2 Our NER Models

The models that we propose differ in the ways they
build the complete SNERList for a given speech
document (Step 7 in the previous section) based
on the knowledge in the WNERList.

3.2.1 Baseline NER Model

We use the Stanford NER on the transcribed
speech data without any additional knowledge
from similar written data. We call this model
Baseline NER.

3.2.2 Correction and Expansion of the
SNERList: General Principles

The procedure proceeds as follows: Let (xi)tj be
the occurrence of the word xi tagged by named
entity class tj in the SNERList and (xi)tk be the
occurrence of the same word xi now tagged by
the named entity class tk in the WNERList. Here,
we assume the one-sense-per-discourse-principle,
that is, all occurrences of the word xi in a docu-
ment can only belong to one NE class. We have
to update the recognized named entities in the
speech transcripts, i.e., replace (xi)tj with (xi)tk

if it holds:

Count
(
(xi)tj

)
< Count

(
(xi)tk)

)
(1)

The counts are computed in the related writ-
ten document. This step is the correction of
the SNERList. Additionally, we can expand the
SNERList with named entities from the WNERList
that were not present in the original SNERList.
This step regards the expansion of the SNERlist.

3.2.3 Correction and Expansion of the
SNERList Solely Based on the Edit
Distance

The model updates the SNERList as follows. First,
it scans the speech document and searches for or-
thographically similar words that are tagged in the
similar written blocks. Orthographic similarity is
modeled by the edit distance (Navarro, 2001). We
assume that two words are similar if their edit dis-
tance is less than 2. The model not only uses
the tags of the WNERList to correct the tags in
the SNERList (see previous subsection), - we call
this model NER+COR-, we also use newly linked
words in the speech data to named entities of the
WNERList to expand the SNERList. The model is
called NER+COR+EXP-ED.
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These models assign named entity tags only to
words in the speech document that have their or-
thographically similar counterparts in the related
written data. Therefore, they are unable to re-
cover information that is missing in the transcribed
speech document. Hence we need to design meth-
ods that expand the SNERList with relevant named
entities from the written data that are missing in
the transcribed speech document.

3.2.4 Expanding the SNERList with Named
Entities from Written News Lead
Paragraphs

It is often the case that the most prominent and
important information occurs in the first few lines
of written news (so-called headlines or lead para-
graphs). Named entities occurring in these lead
paragraphs are clearly candidates for the expan-
sion of the SNERList. Therefore, we select named
entities that occur in first 100 or 200 words in the
related written news story and enrich the SNERlist
with these named entities. Following that, we in-
tegrate the correction and expansion of named en-
tity tags as before, i.e., this model is similar to
NER+COR+EXP-ED, where the only difference
lies in the fact that we now consider the additional
expansion of the SNERlist by the named entities
appearing in lead paragraphs. This model is called
NER+COR+EXP-ED-LP.

3.2.5 Expanding the SNERList with
Frequent Named Entities from Written
News

The raw frequency of a named entity is a clear in-
dicator of its importance in a written news docu-
ment. Therefore, named entities occurring in re-
lated written documents are selected for expan-
sion of the SNERList only if they occur at least
M times in the written document on which the
WNERList is based. Again, the correction part
is integrated according to Eq. (1). We build the
SNERList in the same manner as with the previous
NER+COR+EXP-ED-LP, the only difference is
that we now consider frequent words for the ex-
pansion of the SNERlist. This model is called
NER+COR+EXP-ED-FQ.

3.2.6 Expanding the SNERList with
Frequently Co-Occurring Named
Entities from Written News

If a word in the related written document co-
occurs many times with named entities detected

in the original speech document, it is very likely
that the word from the written document is highly
descriptive for the speech document and should be
taken into account for expansion of the SNERlist.
We have designed three models that exploit the
co-occurrence following an IR term expansion ap-
proach (Cao et al., 2008):
(i) Each word pair (si, wj) consists of one named
entity from the SNERList and one named entity
from the WNERList that is currently not present in
the SNERList. The co-occurrence is then modeled
by the following formula:

SimScore1(wj) =

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

∑
B C(si, wj |B)∑
B tf(si, B)

(2)

where C(si, wj |B) is the co-occurrence count of
named entity si from the SNERlist and named en-
tity wj from the WNERlist not present in the for-
mer. The written document is divided into blocks
and the co-occurrence counts are computed over
all blocks B defined in section 3.1. tf(si, B) is
the frequency count of speech named entity si in
block B. We call this model NER+COR+EXP-
ED-M1.
(ii) The next model tracks the occurrence of each
tuple (si, sk, wj) comprising two named entities
from the SNERlist and one named entity wj not
present in the list, but which appears in the WN-
ERlist. The co-occurrence is modeled as follows:

SimScore2(wj) =
∑

(si,sk)εΩ

n∑
j=1

∑
B C(si, sk, wj |B)∑
B tf(si, sk, B)

(3)

Again, C(si, sk, wj |B) is the co-occurrence count
of speech named entities si and sj with named
entity wj in the written block B. Ω refers to
all possible combinations of two named entities
taken from the SNERlist. We call this model
NER+COR+EXP-ED-M2.
(iii) The co-occurrence count in this model is
weighted with the minimum distance between
named entity si from the SNERList and named
entity wj that is a candidate for expansion. It as-
sumes that words whose relative positions in the
written document are close to each other are more
related. Therefore, each pair is weighted condi-
tioned on the distance between the words in a pair.
The distance is defined as the number of words be-
tween two words. The co-occurrence score is then
computed as follows:
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SimScore3(wj) =

∑
B

C(si,wj)

minDist(si,wj)∑
B C(si, wj)

(4)

where minDist(si, wj) denotes the minimum
distance between words si and wj . The model is
NER+COR+EXP-ED-M3.
These 3 models are similar to the other models that
perform the expansion of the SNERlist. The differ-
ence is that the expansion is performed only with
candidates from the WNERlist that frequently co-
occur with other named entities from the SNERlist.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Datasets and Ground Truth
For evaluation we have downloaded 11
short broadcast news from the Internet
(the sources are tv.msnbc.com and
www.dailymail.co.uk). The FBK ASR
transcription system (FBK, 2013) is used to
provide the speech transcriptions from the data.
Since the system takes sound as input, we have
extracted the audio files in the mp3 format using
the ffmpeg tool (ffm, 2012). The transcribed
speech data constitute our speech dataset. The
following table shows an example of a manual
transcription and the transcription outputed by the
FBK ASR system. The speech documents need
to be labeled with 143 unique named entities and
their named entity tag.

Figure 1: An example of the actual transcription
done manually and the transcription done by the
FBK ASR system.

Fig. 1 shows that the ASR transcription contains
many words that are incorrectly transcribed. It is
also visible that the ASR system does not recog-
nize and misspells many words from the actual
speech.

The related written news stories of the
11 broadcast news are collected from dif-
ferent news sources available on the Web
such as http://www.guardian.co.uk,

http://www.independent.co.uk,
www.cnn.com, etc. The collected written news
stories constitute our written text dataset.

In order to build the ground truth for our exper-
iments, all 11 stories were manually transcribed.
Stanford NER was then applied on the manually
transcribed data. Following that, the annotator
checked and revised the NER-tagged lists. The
ground truth was finally created by retaining the
revised lists of named entities with their corre-
sponding tags. We work with the following 3 com-
mon named entity tags: person, location and orga-
nization.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
Let FL be the final list of named entities with their
corresponding tags retrieved by our system for all
speech documents, and GL the complete ground
truth list. We use standard precision (Prec), recall
(Rec) and F-1 scores for evaluation:

Prec =
|FL ∩GL|
|FL| Rec =

|FL ∩GL|
|GL|

F1 = 2 · Prec ·Rec

Prec + Rec

We perform evaluation at the document level,
that is, we disregard multiple occurrences of the
same named entity in it. In cases when the same
named entity is assigned different tags in the same
document (e.g., Kerry could be tagged as person
and as organization in the same document), we pe-
nalize the system by always treating it as an incor-
rect entry in the final list FL.

This evaluation is useful when one wants to in-
dex a speech document as a whole and consid-
ers the recognized named entities and their tags as
document metadata. Within this evaluation setting
it is also possible to observe the models’ ability to
recover missed named entities in speech data.

4.3 Parameters
The notion of “frequent co-occurrence” is spec-
ified by a threshold parameter. Only words that
score above the threshold are used for expansion.
Based on a small validation set of two speech doc-
uments and their corresponding written document,
we set the threshold value for NER+COR+EXP-
ED-M1 and NER+COR+EXP-ED-M2 to 0.01,
while it is 0.002 for NER+COR+EXP-ED-M3.
All results reported in the next section are obtained
using these parameter settings, but by fluctuating
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NER Model Precision Recall F-1

Baseline NER 0.407 0.567 0.474

NER+COR 0.427 0.594 0.497
NER+COR+EXP-ED 0.411 0.601 0.489
NER+COR+EXP-ED-LP (|LP | = 100) 0.359 0.678 0.470
NER+COR+EXP-ED-LP (|LP | = 200) 0.322 0.678 0.437
NER+COR+EXP-ED-FQ (M = 2) 0.387 0.657 0.487
NER+COR+EXP-ED-FQ (M = 3) 0.411 0.650 0.504
NER+COR+EXP-ED-M1 0.415 0.650 0.507
NER+COR+EXP-ED-M2 0.414 0.622 0.497
NER+COR+EXP-ED-M3 0.384 0.664 0.487

Table 1: Results of different NE recovering models on the evaluation dataset.

them precision increases while recall decreases, or
vice versa.

5 Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows all the results of our experiments,
where we compare our models to the baseline
model that uses the named entity recognizer for
tagging the speech data, i.e., Baseline NER. We
may observe that our system is able to cor-
rect the tag of some named entities in the tran-
scribed speech data by the NER+COR model
and expand some missed named entities by the
NER+COR+EXP-ED model. All models are
able to recover a subset of missing named enti-
ties, and that fact is reflected in increased recall
scores for all models. The NER+COR+EXP-ED-
M1 model outperforms the other models and im-
proves the F1 by 3% with an increase in 8% in
recall and almost 1% in precision.

In our dataset there are 27 unique named en-
tities that are in the ground truth transcription of
the speech data, but are missing completely in the
transcribed speech data. Out of these 27 named
entities, 8 named entities do not occur in the writ-
ten related documents, so we cannot learn these
from the written data. Out of 19 named entities re-
coverable from written data our system is able to
correctly identify 6 named entities and their tags
with the NER+COR+EXP-ED-M1 model. We
can lower the threshold for the similarity score
computed in Eq. (3). For instance, when we sub-
stantially lower the threshold to 0.001 we correctly
find 12 missing named entities, but the increased
recall is at the expense of a much lower precision
(P = 0.290, R = 0.699, F1 = 0.411), because
many irrelevant named entities are added to the fi-
nal SNERList. We have also investigated why the
remaining 7 named entities seen in the written data

are not recovered even with such a low threshold.
We noticed that those named entities do not co-
occur with the named entities found in the speech
transcripts in the considered blocks of the written
texts. Hence, our methods can still be improved by
finding better correlations between named entities
found in the speech and related written documents.
The named entity recognition in the related writ-
ten texts is not perfect either and can entail errors
in the corrections and expansions of the named en-
tities found in the speech data.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have shown that NER from speech
data benefits from aligning broadcast news data
with related written news data. We can both cor-
rect the identified named entity tags found in the
speech data and expand the named entities and
their tags based on knowledge of named entities
from related written news. The best improvements
in terms of precision and recall of the NER are
obtained with word expansion techniques used in
information retrieval. As future work we will re-
fine the named entity expansion techniques so to
further improve recall and to better capture miss-
ing named entities without sacrificing precision,
we will consider several speech transcription hy-
potheses, and we will try to improve the named
entity recognition itself by making the models bet-
ter portable to texts that are different from the ones
they are trained on.
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